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Abstract- Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is acquired
from one single query or multiple queries. This method pertains
to semantic information which is same. In this approach,
multiple query images are considered which corresponds to
image semantics which is different. Query-by-one (QBO) alone is
insufficient to achieve good performance. This can be solved by
using query-by-multiple (QBM) method. Content-based retrieval
systems play a vital role in this aspect. Our work focuses in
Pareto front method (PFM) along with ranking method namely
EMR. HOG method is used for Feature extraction. By this
method complexity is reduced.
Index Terms-Pareto fronts, EM ranking, multiple query
retrieval, content-based image retrieval, HOG

I.INTRODUCTION
For retrieving the image Text-based image retrieval
is used. Images are organized by semantic hierarchies to
facilitate easy browsing based on standard Boolean queries by
text descriptions. Though speed is better there is difficulty
searching image collections.
Nowadays, content-based image retrieval finds
popularity in a retrieval of images. In past two decades [1]–[2]
CBIR finds difficulty in information retrieval. Different
approaches are focused in literature provided below.
Multiple queries are taken as input. Ranking of
samples is done with respect to the query image. Methods
used to calculate the dissimilarities are based on HOG and
Gabor filter. Finally, the Pareto point based on dissimilarities
between samples is found. Pareto front refers to set of Pareto
points

II.RELATED WORK
Fast Object Retrieval Using Direct Spatial Matching
paper [3] shows for the large scale object retrieval bag-ofvisual-words (BOW) model is popular but there is a drawback
it ignores spatial information. Direct spatial matching (DSM)
approach to find the scale variation using region sizes, in
which all feature matches for estimating geometric
transformation.DSM is much quicker than RANSAC-based
methods and exhaustive enumeration approaches. A
logarithmic term frequency-inverse document frequency
weighting scheme is introduced to increment the performance
of the base system. The drawback is a high cost due to high
retrieval accuracy.
Non-dominated sorting [4] is an important l problem
in multi-objective optimization. They have found that in the
large sample size limit, the non-dominated fronts converge
almost surely to the level set of a function that satisfies
Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (PDE).To design
for a fast, potentially sub linear, approximate non-dominated
sorting algorithm PDE is used and the results of applying the
algorithm to real data. They also give a fast numerical scheme
for solving the PDE and use it to develop a fast, potentially
sub linear, approximate non-dominated sorting algorithm.
This algorithm is applied to a real data from an anomaly
detection problem, and excellent accuracy is achieved by this
algorithm while significantly reducing the computational
complexity of non-dominated sorting. For big data streaming
problems, this algorithm is useful which involve constant re-
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sorting of large datasets upon the arrival of
III.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

new samples. For the linear format of features, it is suitable.
into the local area which is small which is termed as the cell.
The cell size is calculated and orientation is computed.

The flowchart involves the following as shown in Figure 2.
(a) 1) Texture feature Extraction- In two dimensions the
image is modeled for the purpose of texture identification.
Several methods like Co-Occurrence matrix, Gabor filter,
HOG, wavelet transform are used.
The Group of wavelets which captures is Gabor filter
energy. They are in specific frequency and direction. Gabor
filter [5] defines the parameter such as the frequency,
orientation, and smoothness. The complex nature of texture
feature is minimized. Low-dimensional features and the total
frequency are specified. Two types of filter are involved
namely band-pass filter and energy filter.
Query2

Query1

Feature
extraction
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Between the query image and database image the
difference is computed by weighted Euclidean.
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Pareto points
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2) Color feature Extraction – Image is represented by colors
which give more detail information. In this retrieval system,
both RGB and HSV model are used. The Effectiveness of
color and efficiency of color can be determined. The Measure
is the important key components of the color feature
extraction.
Auto-correlogram- HSV [7] is used than RGB for
better performance. The color spatial relation is determined.
Consider the colors are represented as c1, c2… cn and distance
is represented by d1d2….. dn.
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Weighted matrix a, aij correspond to the similarity of
color ci and cj H (Q) the histogram of the image Q with the
quantized set of color[C].

classification

EMR

(b) Pareto points –A solution 012 is Pareto optimal if it
ranks better. Pareto front contains a set of nondominated points, namely skyline [8-9]. It is represented
by F1. Second Pareto front is represented by F2. On
removal of first, the others which are remaining are
found. In a set Pareto is represented by,

Retrieved
image

Fig 1. Flow chart for image retrieval for multiple images
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In the HOG (histogram of gradients) [6] method, the
edge of each pixel is computed. Also, gradients and
orientations are computed. Sobel filters are used to calculate
orientations as well as gradients. The local region is divided
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8)
f1, then f2 are returned until sufficient images are
retrieved.

Fig. 2. Non convexities are depicted in the first Pareto front

Fig. 3. Non convexities are depicted in Pareto fronts in realworld Media mill dataset
In Fig 2 shows ranking for Pareto front method. The
point which large is Pareto optimal and the point which is the
hollow point are computed by top ranking by the method of
linear scalarization.
Fig3 gives the Pareto Fronts Problem for multiple
query retrieval in real data by the method of scalarization.
1)
Retrieval of Information by the method of Pareto
front – The data set is represented by Xm={X1…. XN}
2)
In this method, the query image is compared with the
database image.
3)
In the case of multiple queries, each image is issued
and later their results are combined to form one partially
ordered list.
4)
9 > 1 Represents T-tuple of queries represented by
{q1, q2…. qn}, dissimilarity points query q, i & jth terms in
the database.
5)
Each Pareto points pj corresponding to a sample xj in
the database xm.
6)
Represent all Pareto points by p. In this case, the
Pareto points pi dominates another point’s pj under the
condition dl< ≤ #>?where pi dominates pj, xi is closer to
every query xj.
7)
The basic thing behind this is to return the samples
where Pareto front lies.

(c)EMR- EMR problem: Consider @ = {@ , @ … . . @D ⊂ (F
represents the points which are finite [10] and
#: @ × @ → (
represents the Matrix and Vector Y= {Y1,
Y2…Yn} here yi=1 if xi = query and yi=0 otherwise.
Consider : @ → ( represents the rank which is
based on the distance. Hence, the image is ranked on the basis
of distance. The image is ranked on the distance basis. Here
query image rank is 1 for other images smaller ranks are
given.
Graph is constructed by
1. Finding the distance between the samples in
order of ascending,
2. Add edges between the points in the basis of
order till a complete graph is constructed.
3. Edge weight xi and xj in the graph.
4. cost function by the manifold ranking
method is represented below,
∑D,RS Q<? | 1/√% ×  − 1/√%RR × R |
O(r)
=
D

+µ ∑S | − V |
(6)
Where D = diagonal matrix
% = ∑DRS Q<? And W < 0.
Cost function has smoothness term and regularization
terms. The first one forces the nearby points which have the
similar ranking. The later forces the query to have rank close to
1 while the other samples are close to 0 as possible.
The optimization problem is solved in two ways:
direct approach and iterative approach. Direct approach finds
the exact solution. For the large datasets, the iterative
approach is suited. The direct approach requires NxN matrix
and iterative requires NxN memory.
The final ranking function is given by

(7)
 ∗ = D − Z[ ZZ[ − ×  \ H)y


,

Where Z = ]% − and D is diagonal matrix with %

D
=∑RS
^[ ^R
This method needs inverting only d × d matrix. The
complexity to compute the rank functions with EMR
is_#` + #3
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IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(a)

(b)

Fig 6. Retrieved Image
(c)

(d)

V.CONCLUSION

Fig 4. For query image 1 (a) combined gradient (b)
HOG points (c) color correlogram (d) orientation

(a)

The algorithm for CBIR is implemented. As per the
queries were given, this work is focused on finding the image
which is related. The methodology overcomes the image
retrieval much easier which is difficult to retrieve using multiple
query algorithms. The Ranking is based on EMR. This is the
fastest method to retrieve the image. From the results obtained
theoretically by asymptotic non-convexity of Pareto fronts, it is
proved that Pareto front is far better when compared to a linear
ranking method. This is an added advantage of this method.

(b)
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